EXPERIENCE LIMITLESS COMMUNICATION
IOCOM accelerates the experience of limitless
communication by setting new standards in fully
integrated communications, permitting you to
observe content and context, and optimizing your
ability to collaborate whenever, and wherever you
choose to be.
Collaboration Made Easy
Our highly intuitive and customizable software
delivers both ease of use and an unmatched
collaboration experience.
Collaboration Everywhere
IOCOM allows everyone to participate. Our
software securely links people, their computers,
and their communication devices through
communication networks, equally supporting
people in auditoriums, conference rooms, offices,
home offices, as well as those with laptop
computers and other mobile devices. IOCOM
supports all standards compliant products.
It’s “As If You Are There”
Whether your need is ad hoc or scheduled, crises
response or a regular process, one-to-many
presentations or many-to-many discussions,
IOCOM delivers a “like you are there”
collaboration experience.
− Everyone can customize what is sent, received,
and observed.
− Multiple views of close-ups and broader
context can be sent and received everywhere.
− Full duplex audio is processed and every other
participant’s audio is adjustable.
− Every video and data stream is customizable,
and viewable on a single monitor, or across
multiple monitors / displays.
− All forms of content are transmittable.
− Lower bandwidth endpoints can participate
without degrading other’s experience.

Reliable & Scalable
IOCOM globally delivers best-in-class
collaboration to ever changing groups of people
through our secure internet friendly platform. We
equally support individuals, small and large
groups, and larger organizations. With IOCOM,
participation is location independent as our
software equally supports fixed locations,
temporary locations as well as mobile users.
IOCOM securely traverses firewalls and private
networks. Our software integrates with standard
load sets & existing support processes. We operate
in either single or clustered server environments.
Our products can be managed on-premises, offsite
by outsource partners, or on a hosted (subscription
or per use) basis by IOCOM.

− Distributed sales force management;
− Remote onshore and offshore exploration and
−
−
−
−

production activities
Deepwater exploration activities
Emergency / Crises response processes
Project management
New medical treatment development
evaluations

/

IOCOM Chatback
“There are many conferencing and collaboration
products to choose from, but few span from the
conference room to the desktop. And only a few
have the flexibility to bring computers, phones,
and video-conferencing systems into a single
environment. There are lots of unique capabilities
pulled together in a single solution, perhaps
Benefits – Simplicity & Results
Our customers report that we deliver the because IOCOM has a different way of looking at
following benefits:
the problem.”
− Immediacy, and global inclusiveness accelerate — Andrew Davis, Wainhouse Bulletin
results
− More relaxed, less-tiring, more productive “Using IOCOM software, it felt as if we were in
collaborations
the same room as the person interviewed in
− Meeting and travel costs dramatically reduced
Chicago or in Manchester. It was natural and not
− Commodity off the shelf equipment (COTS) is tiring to talk for 90 minutes.”
lower cost and easy replacement
— Richard Line, VCInsights Newsletter
− Existing computers, networks, data centers,
support infrastructure, and training are used “IOCOM presence capability is the electronic
avoiding duplication
equivalent of leaning out of your cubicle to ask
− The number of devices in the communication someone a question.”
−
Elliot Gold, Chicago Tribune
chain is minimized
− Our ease of use extends to faster, cheaper
installation and deployment, and lower efforts/
cost to operate and support
IOCOM
A single solution for groups and individuals. A
unified solution-set for conference rooms, offices,
IOCOM in Action
We are an important part of many critical highly desktops, laptops and handhelds. A secure solution
strategic processes for the worlds leading that interoperates with standards-based video, data,
organizations, including:
and applications

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY
Some Common Features:
-Multiple video codecs including High Definition
-H323 Inter-operability
-Dial In / Dial Out PSTN
-Presence
-Firewall NAT Traversal
-Shared Whiteboard
-Application and Data Sharing
-Hardcopy Sharing
-Text Chat
-File Transfer

Some Unique Features:
-Software Operates on Ubiquitous HW and Networks
-Single Integrated Solution Room to Desktop
-Multiple Video Windows From an Endpoint
-Independent Selection of Video and Data Windows
-Independent Audio Controls at Each Endpoint
-Grid Enabled Server Software (or, Service) Scales
to 1,000s of Users
-Full Motion Desktop Sharing & Recording
-Record and Playback of Complete Sessions
(audio, video, and data)

FLEXIBLE SCALABLE SOLUTIONS
IOCOM's software takes video everywhere on networks, supporting mobile devices, laptops/personal computers, and large conference room
users. The software safely navigates networks optimizing each users quality of service without the limitations inherent in equipment centric
video conferencing. IOCOM gives network managers the ability to monitor, control, expand, and contract video traffic, and users the ability
to interoperate with other prevalent equipment centric video devices .
For people on the go or in the field, IOCOM software keeps you connected. With bandwidth scalability on any network, people
can connect anywhere, even over satellite or wireless data cards. Since IOCOM is a software solution, people can use handheld
devices such as Ultra Mobile PCs or laptops.
For people that need to meet from specific locations, such as classrooms, laboratories, conference rooms or in the office,
IOCOM software keeps you connected. Utilizing commodity off the shelf components, people can design an IOCOM solution
that fits into their work area.

Wherever you are, IOCOM software keeps you connected. From drill ships or from a home office, an IOCOM solution brings
people together. With transportable solutions, people can set up and connect easily from wherever and whenever.

